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COUNTRY-SIDE

We start high, looking down at a hillside. Along a winding

road with trees on both side, we track VAN navigating the

road, swaying to some calypso music. We zoom down to look

through Van’s wind-screen and see CING and KUS who are also

grooving to the music.

KUS

(directly to the camera)

Everybody sing along now!

As they sing, the words appear at the bottom of the screen,

complete with a bouncing ball for viewers to follow.

CING AND KUS

We are going to the beach,

Where coconut water is sweet;

Sand and surf are great for some

fun,

and the cool breeze to beat the

heat.

We’re going to the beach,

We’re going to have some fun,

We’re going to the beach,

Where fun comes by the ton.

The van moves on past the camera and we’re now seeing the

back of the van, shaking it’s behind. We pull back high

again and see that the road is leading to the beach. We can

see the sand and the surf and the sky.

CUT TO:

THE BEACH

It’s not very crowded, and there are coconut trees. There

are also a few stalls, some selling drinks (canned, sugar

cane, even coconut) and some selling fruits and foods.

Van pulls up with a swerve so that his side faces the beach.

The side door slides open and...

.. a mat rolls out onto the beach, a foldable table pops up

along with two chairs. A very large umbrella is shot out of

Van, it lands on the table and pops open, looking much much

larger than before.

Once everything is set up, Cing and Kus leap out of the van,

both dressed in fancy Bermuda Shorts!

Cing takes in a deep breath.
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CING

(exhaling)

Smell that sea-air. This was great

idea of mine to hit the beach.

KUS

I think it was my suggestion, mon.

CING

I do the thinking, you stupid rat.

Now you go get a coconut! I want a

nice cooling drink.

He hops onto one of the chairs, his feet go up on the table.

He slips on a pair of sunglasses (even his fish has got

sunglasses now).

Kus just slinks off towards one of the nearby stalls off

screen...

...and pops back almost immediately with an open coconut

complete with straw and flower.

KUS

Here you go, mon.

Cing just swipes it from Kus and takes a sip...

... then spits it out in every direction.

CING

Pui! Pui!

He holds the coconut out at KUS!

CING (CONT’D)

This is a stale coconut. I want a

fresh coconut. A fresh Coconut!

KUS

This is a fresh coconut, the guy at

the stall said so.

CING

Hmmm... there must be a way to get

a fresher coconut.

KUS

It’s only fresher if it comes

straight from the tree. Kus points

at the coconuts on the tree way way

high up!

WE PAN UP AT THE TREE
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CLOSE UP ON CING

CING

Just let me think for a moment!

(starts mumbling)

If I want a fresher coconut then it

can’t come from the stall, but the

stall gets it from the tree so the

fresher coconuts will be on the

tree.

(exclaiming)

A-HA! We should get the fresh

coconut from the tree!

ON CING AND KUS NEXT TO THE COCONUT TREE 8

KUS

Awesomation! How are we going to do

that, mon?

CING

It’s easy. You will climb up there

and then toss the coconuts down.

They’re now standing next to the coconut tree and looking

up.

The camera pans up again, and the tree looks impossibly

tall.

KUS

And how am I supposed to do that?

Rats don’t climb trees, you know.

They hear a >THUMP< not too far away, they turn to look.

PAN TO

A STALL NEXT TO A COCONUT TREE

A stall owner is standing at the base of a coconut tree with

a string in his hand and there’s a coconut on the ground.

Another drops to the ground with a >THUMP<.

BACK TO CING AND KUS

Cing and Kus look upwards.

AT THE TOP OF THE COCONUT TREE 11

They see that attached to the string is a small monkey.

(CONTINUED)
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BACK TO CING AND KUS

KUS

Maybe we need a monkey like that

one to get the coconuts for us.

CING

(ignoring Kus)

What we need is a monkey like

that...

He peers around, scanning the beach... and points.

CING (CONT’D)

...just like that.

The camera zips and we see...

BEACH AREA WITH A BANNER HIGHLIGHTING A LOCATION

...CLOSE UP ON MONKEY SIFU standing presently and surrounded

by various females.

On his outfit, there is a badge that says "JUDGE".

We pull back fast and see that he’s standing under a banner

that reads: DESALU BEACH FUN

MONKEY SIFU

(in flat dramatic and no fun

tone)

Come one! Come all! Join in the

fun. We have sand castle building,

para-sailing, coconut race and

more.

Monkey Sifu waits but no one is crossing over.

MONKEY SIFU (CONT’D)

These ladies will be assisting in

the contests!

A huge crowd suddenly rushes across the screen to the other

side of the banner.

As the crowd passes, only Monkey Sifu is left standing there

unfazed as Cing and Kus bring up the rear.

They stop at Monkey Sifu.
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CING

We want your help to get the

coconuts. Cing points at the tree.

MONKEY SIFU

I cannot help you.

CING

But I want the fresh coconut from

the tree!

MONKEY SIFU

Is not my problem.

CING

I’ll do anything for a nice fresh

coconut!

MONKEY SIFU

You take part in some contests, and

you will get those coconuts, fresh

from the tree.

Monkey Sifu points past the banner and we zip to...

...A HUGE PILE OF BEAUTIFULLY SHINING GREEN COCONUTS

...sitting atop a gold pedestal.

ON CING

Cing’s eyes bulge a little at the glorious sight as Kus

steps past him.

KUS

Maybe we try the sand-castle thing.

It’ll be like playing in a giant

sandbox for you.

CING

We’ll get the coconuts!

CUT TO:

SAND CASTLE BUILDING CONTEST

There are maybe three couples we see standing with buckets.

Cing and Kus are one couple.

There’s a big mean looking BULLDOG (called JING, if we go by

trends in names) and his little daughter next to them, and a

pair of sea-turtles at the end.
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There may be more but we can’t see them.

CING

(to Kus)

We have to build the best looking

sand-castle.

KUS

Yah, mon, but we ain’t architects.

CING

Just leave the thinking to me.

Monkey Sifu steps up.

MONKEY SIFU

You may begin.

ON CING AND KUS

Cing and Kus start shoveling the sand. It begins to build

into a big pile.

ON KUS

Kus is just digging and tossing the sand over his shoulders.

CING

KUS! You stupid rat!

Kus stops and turns...

ON CING

Cing is half buried. They hear laughter. We pan over and

see...

ON JING AND HIS LITTLE GIRL

...Jing is belly laughing (Deep joyful kind with his hand on

his belly).

JING

Ah-ha-haw! Looks like I’m going to

win this easy!

Jing’s little girl pours a small bucket of water onto a pile

of sand.

ON CING

Cing looks on curiously.

(CONTINUED)
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CING

Why are you doing that to the nice

sand?

JING

(either to his daughter, or to

the camera)

HA! He doesn’t even know the sand

has to be wet for it to stick.

Makes it easier to shape later.

ON CING AND KUS

Cing is fuming and he turns to Kus.

CING

Go get water!

KUS

Yah, mon!

Kus dashes off with bucket in hand and zips back dumping the

water (more than the bucket can handle) onto Cing.

Cing sputters!

CING

Why’d you do that for?

KUS

You said you wanted water!

CING

(points at the water)

For the sand!

FOR THE SAND!

Kus zips off again and comes back, pouring the water onto

Cing again.

KUS

You’re standing in the sand, mon!

Cing sputters and looks down, (WE PULL BACK) he’s still

half-buried in the sand.

CING

Don’t you know cats hate water!

KUS

If you hate the water so much, why

did we come to the beach where

there’s all that water?
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Cing is fuming so much, the water on him turns to steam.

MONKEY SIFU

Thirty seconds left!

KUS

Ooh, we’re not going to make it!

CING

Give the that shovel.

Kus hands Cing the little toy shovel, and Cing goes to work,

moving like a hurricane blur that we can’t really see what

he’s doing!

MONKEY SIFU

Time is up!

The whizzing stops and Cing stands with a "TA-DA" posture

and we see his sad looking sand-castle which is like a three

bucket pyramid with a little sad flag on top.

Kus taps Cing on the shoulder and then points off to the

side.

Cing turns to look, and his jaw drops like and anchor!

We pan over and see...

ON JING AND HIS LITTLE GIRL

...Jing pointing and laughing at Cing’s sand-castle.

His little girl is standing proudly next to their

sand-castle which looks like Sleeping Beauty’s castle (or a

variation, enough to avoid real similarities).

There’s a "2nd PLACE" sign stuck into the sign in front of

their sculpture.

We pan over again to...

THE SEAS TURTLES

...and they’ve got the "1st PLACE" sign stuck in front of

their very elaborate and large fortress looking Castle with

towers and fluttering flags and a working drawbridge over a

moat.

Monkey Sifu is standing just in front of it with the happy

turtles holding up a blue ribbon behind him.

Flashes are going off as others are taking photographs.

(CONTINUED)
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MONKEY SIFU

(CONT’D)

Next competition - The Coconut

Barrow Race!

We zip pan as we...

CUT TO:

COCONUT RACE TRACK.

It’s like a typical race track with four or five contestants

lined up (or if to keep things simple, the same three

couples as before).

ON CING AND KUS

Kus is holding Cing’s legs, Cing has his hands on the ground

(like a wheel-barrow).

Jing is holding his daughter’s legs and the turtles are

doing much the same except they have problems with balance.

There’s a coconut in front of each team. Kus is obviously

straining trying to hold Cing up.

KUS

(straining)

Why are we doing this?

Cing raises his finger to make a point.

CING

For the coconuts!

KUS

But there are coconuts everywhere!

CING

Will you just do as I say!

COCONUT RACE TRACK

Monkey Sifu steps up to the starting line.

MONKEY SIFU

Are you ready..?

The contestants hunch over, ready. Monkey Sifu lifts a red

flag.

MONKEY SIFU (CONT’D)

(unexcitedly)

(CONTINUED)
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GO!

He drops a red flag - and they’re off!

ALONG THE TRACK - Background moving sideways?

Kus is struggling in moving forward while trying to keep up

with Cing as he’s pushing the coconut along the track (the

others are doing the same).

Jing has little problem while the turtles are finding

balance a delicate problem.

CING

Will you pick up the pace!?!?

Cing is pushing the coconut ahead of himself and then

walking with his hands, Kus struggles to keep Cing’s feet up

while keeping pace.

JING

You really like playing in the

sand, don’t you, cat? Here, have

some more.

Jing kicks up some sand at Cing.

Cing sputters as the sand hits him in the face.

His hand misses the coconut, landing on top and the slipping

forward.

That causes him to tumble and Kus follows as the roll into a

mess (with lots of lines) and the plop in a pile of dust.

Jing laughs as he continues forward.

On the far end, the turtles have found their balance as the

front turtle uses his front flippers as a scoop to just roll

the coconut along as the back turtle shuffles like a

penguin.

Cing and Kus quickly scramble to get back to their

positions, except now Cing is holding Kus’ legs and Kus is

pushing the Coconut.

Now Cing is struggling with holding Kus up, while Kus finds

it easier to push the coconut.

They’re actually working better this way, starting to

overtake the turtles, but...

(CONTINUED)
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CING

This isn’t how we started!

... and there’s a mad scramble again as they switch places.

Kus is struggling again and they’re moving slower as the

turtles catch up.

CING (CONT’D)

We need to move faster!

And there’s another scramble as Cing and Kus switch places

again - and they start to pick up speed.

CING (CONT’D)

What are you doing?!

They scramble and switch... And slow down.

KUS

(desperately)

This is insane-nation, mon!

CING

Just pick up the pace!

They scramble and switch, move a little, scramble and

switch, move a little, scramble... and roll in a dust cloud,

crashing just short of the finish line.

The turtles cross the finish line in the background closely

followed by Cing and Kus’ coconut which just rolls across

the finish line.

CING (CONT’D

(frustrated)

AAAAHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!

AFTER THE FINISH LINE

Jing is holding up his daughter in one hand and the coconut

in the other. His daughter is holding up a "1st PLACE"

plaque.

Monkey Sifu is standing before them (facing the camera).

MONKEY SIFU

Our next activity is para- sailing!

ON CING AND KUS ON THE GROUND

Jing bends over to Cing who’s still in a crumpled mess with

Kus.

(CONTINUED)
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JING

Just to show you I’m a good sport,

and no hard feelings... You can go

first.

Cing only spits out more sand in response.

WATER’S EDGE.

Cing is strapped into a harness that’s attached to a

parachute. One of the ladies is checking his harness. Cing

looks around.

CING

Why am I the only one here?

Monkey Sifu walks up holding a raised flag.

MONKEY SIFU

We only have one parachute, and

this is not a contest. We have

break now!

He drops the flag and walks away.

We hear the gunning engine of a motorboat

ON CING - BACKGROUND IN A DISTANCE IS THE PILE OF COCONUTS

Cing watches Monkey Sifu walk towards the pile of glorious

looking coconuts where everybody else is.

CING

AAHH!! MY COCONUTS!!! 33

WATER’S EDGE

The straps around Cing go tight and he zips off with the

parachute not opening up behind him, he’s screaming all the

way.

ON THE BOAT

In the boat (out on the water), Kus is at the controls,

oblivious that Cing is tumbling around on the water in the

back.

ZOOM TOWARDS CING IN THE BACKGROUND

The parachute suddenly opens with a >WHOOMP< and Cing goes

up and away! We can also barely see Cing struggling, like

he’s running in the air, arms waving. Faintly we hear...

(CONTINUED)
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CING

PUT ME DOWN! PUT ME DOWN!

ZOOM OUT BACK TO THE BOAT

Kus doesn’t appear to hear, he throttles the engine even

more and makes a turn.

KUS

AWESOM-ATION!

PAN UPWARDS TO CING

Cing comes up towards the camera really close before the

turn affects him, which results in him being yanked away

really fast again!

CING

AAAAaaahhhhhhhhh!

ON THE BEACH

Monkey Sifu, Jing, the turtles and everybody else are having

a nice cool coconut dirk under the shade of the trees while

in the background, the motorboat speeds past and Cing is

flying by, screaming away.

No one pays any mind.

OUT ON THE WATER - FACING THE BEACH

OVERHEAD SHOT from the boat behind Kus (The camera follows

the boat speeding towards the beach), we see he’s heading

straight for the beach at high speed, and we can see Van

parked under the tree with their little camp-site all set up

as before. We should hear Cing mindlessly screaming (if you

want to have surround effects, here’s a nice place)...

CING (CONT’D)

I. WANT. MY...!

Just before reaching the beach, Kus swerves away - but the

camera doesn’t follow, we slow down a little as Cing flies

overhead (His next line can move the sound from back to

front) and the camera follows him into the coconut tree.

CING (CONT’D)

COCON-AAAAAAAHHHH!!!!!!

FROM THE TREE

(CONTINUED)
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As Cing gets pulled away from the tree, he now has two

coconuts, one under each arm, and two palm fronds hanging

off him that look like wings(!) as he zips back towards the

water. The parachute gets stuck on the tree and is left

behind.

OUT ON THE WATER

Kus zig-zags the motor boat, we can obviously see he’s

having a lot of fun as the boat passes us. Cing also zig-

zags just above the water like he’s running on the water,

still holding onto the coconuts which weigh him down (and

the fronds flapping a little behind him). He’s still

screaming also.

ON THE BOAT

There is a little beeping noise and Kus notices that the

boat’s fuel gauge is showing that it’s almost empty, so he

makes one last turn to head towards the beach...

...but the boat starts to sputter and stall as it slows

down.

KUS

Ah, the boat is starving for its

juice. Frustration...

Then he notices Cing’s screaming as Cing runs past the boat

ON CING

...and towards the beach, slowly falling into the water. As

he runs (carried by momentum) he has to lift his legs higher

and higher.

ON KUS

Kus waves him on...

KUS (CONT’D)

Go, mon, GO! And drop the coconuts!

ON CING - FOLLOW FROM WATER TO THE BEACH TO COCONUT TREE

CING

YAAAHHH!

He tosses his arms up and the coconuts go flying. This gets

him a little out of the water as he strains (with eyes

closed) to run as fast as he can to get out of the water!

(CONTINUED)
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As he’s not looking where he’s going, he hits the beach and

keeps on running across the sand and up the coconut tree,

bangs his head on the coconuts - which causes the remaining

coconuts to fall off the tree.

AT THE TOP OF COCONUT TREE

While in mid air with coconuts falling around him, Cing

opens his eyes, looks down and finds he’s still ways off the

ground. He panics and then grabs onto the tree (very near

the top, just under the leaves and parachute)

ON THE BEACH

The motor boat floats in and stops in the sand. Kus hops out

and staggers a little (sea-legs) before walking over to the

fresh pile of coconuts on the ground that’s next to Van. He

looks up at Cing.

KUS

Cool-ation, you got the coconuts,

mon!

ON CING

CING

Never mind that, just GET ME DOWN

FROM HERE!

ON KUS

KUS

How do I do that? Rats don’t climb

trees, mon.

IN THE TREE

Cing starts sulking.

CING

(mumbling)

Stupid dirty rat, can’t even climb

a tree like us cats. I’m too

delicate to climb this stupid tree,

hmmm what can I do...?

He looks up, sees the leaves and the parachute.

CING (CONT’D)

Oh, I know!

He reaches up...

AT GROUND LEVEL

(CONTINUED)
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Kus is looking up, his expression changes almost immediately

and he’s biting his nails, then he turns to quickly run

away, but...

Cing comes crashing down on to Kus while holding on to a

palm frond in each hand and flapping like crazy.

When the dust clears, Cing is on his feet and still holding

on to the fronds while Kus is nowhere to be seen.

CING (CONT’D)

Ah, it worked. I’m so clever. Did

you see that Kus? Kus?

Cing falls over as Kus pushes himself out of the ground and

dusts himself off.

Then he starts to sulk off.

CING (CONT’D)

Where are you going?

KUS

Over there with the monkey dude,

where I won’t get hurt and have

some coconuts to drink.

CING

But... but... we have our own

coconuts right here.

KUS

And how do you propose we open

them?

And Kus walks off...

CING

Just let me think for a while.

As Cing, ponders the sun begins to set.

He hears the sounds of laughter and fun, then turns to look

over at the others.

He shrugs and heads off to join them.

AT THE PARTY

Everyone has a coconut, there’s the same calypso music and a

nice little party going on with a bonfire setting the light

(or some electrical lights as well).

And everyone is singing along...
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EVERYONE

We are at the beach,

Where the coconut water is sweet;

Sand and surf are great for some

fun,

and the cool breeze has beat the

heat.

We are at the beach,

We are having some fun,

We are at the beach,

Where fun comes by the ton.

We pull back as they’re singing. Music continues as we...

FADE OUT.

~END~


